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Abstract
This paper discusses the WMT 2021 terminology shared task from a "meta" perspective. We
present the results of our experiments using the
terminology dataset and the OpenNMT (Klein
et al., 2017) and JoeyNMT (Kreutzer et al.,
2019) toolkits for the language direction English to French. Our experiment 1 compares
the predictions of the two toolkits. Experiment
2 uses OpenNMT to fine-tune the model. We
report our results for the task with the evaluation script but mostly discuss the linguistic
properties of the terminology dataset provided
for the task. We provide evidence of the importance of text genres across scores, having
replicated the evaluation scripts.

1

Introduction

been demonstrated to cause major difficulties during translation, both human and machine (Kübler
et al., 2021; Maniez, 2017). Moreover, studies have
demonstrated an increase of complex compounding in specialised texts in English over the last
few decades, with, for instance, an overwhelming
use of patterns with adjectival and participial compound pre-modifiers (e.g. receptor-binding activity,
electron-dense aggregates) (Mestivier-Volanschi,
2015).
For this WMT21 Terminology workshop, we
focused on the linguistic properties of the terminological dataset provided. We selected what we
believe to be the two best models we produced for
the EN-FR track with two different neural toolkits
but we mostly took the opportunity to discuss the
addition of terminology to neural machine translation. The rest of the paper is organised as follows:
section 2 summarises our approaches to the task,
section 3 presents the tools we used and how we
used the constrained data. Section 4 presents our
experiments and the best models we used for the
translation challenge. Section 5 discusses our results.

In our (traditional) sense, terminological databases
are the collection of specialised lexical resources
that are generally compiled from corpora, in collaboration with experts from the field, then analysed
and structured according to the type of information
recorded in term records: terms, equivalents, definitions, synonyms, contexts of use, and related terms
(hyperonyms, hyponyms, meronyms, holonyms,
etc.). The data thus created are empirical and
2 Our Approaches to the Task
provide knowledge-based representations of the
domain (especially in the case of an ontological
This section presents our various strategies for the
approach), underlining conceptual links between
terminology task.
terms that can be observed (like meronomy: "X is
a part of Y") and potentially represented in concep- 2.1 Toolkit Comparison
tual graphs.
We compared the predictions of two toolkits. We
For instance, the ARTES database (Pecman and
Kübler, 2011), used at Université de Paris in Mas- trained two systems, JoeyNMT (Kreutzer et al.,
2019) and OpennMT (Klein et al., 2017) with comters studies for teaching terminology management
parable parameters, using Europarl as baseline,
to translation students (Kübler et al., 2018), adopts
such a comprehensive approach to terminology, later supplemented with the terminology resource
provided for the task.
with specific attention to emerging terminology and
complex noun phrases (CNPs) (Kübler et al., 2021).
2.2 Model selection and fine-tuning
In recent works combining studies on terminology,
specialised translation and corpus linguistics, atten- With OpenNMT only, we selected the training data,
tion has been drawn to CNPs in English which have
comparing the performance with and without the
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terminological data for CommonCrawl and Europarl and applied fine-tuning to the model based
on Europarl enriched with the terminological data.
2.3

Comparing with pre-trained models

We were curious to see how pre-trained models
fared on this tasK. We produced two translations,
one based on mBART-50 (Tang et al., 2020) and
the other one on the Hugging Face (Wolf et al.,
2019) baseline. We finalised them after the evaluation deadline, so that we report our findings on the
sacreBLEU score we calculated with the Systran
translation used as reference. Debatable as it may
sound to use an MT-generated reference translation,
this enabled us to run comparisons.
2.4

A linguistic analysis of the terminology
resource and evaluation script

We focused our analysis on the linguistic properties of the terminology provided and tested. We
also tried to test other models we produced after
the competition deadline, which is why we detail
the evaluation script we tried to replicate and the
terminology in the next section.

3

Data and Tools Used

This section presents the datasets used to build our
system as well as our replication of the evaluation
script to analyse the models we did not have the
time to submit.
3.1

Training Data

The first challenge lies in the data selection for
the training corpora among the possibilities of the
challenge. We did not resort to specific texts such
as the TICO-19 data (Anastasopoulos et al., 2020)
but used the Europarl corpus as baseline.
3.2

Terminological Data

variant is the translated acronym and stands for
syndrome respiratoire aigu sévère).
The French-English terminological resource included 595 "terms" out of which only 181 were
tested in the script so that the achievement rate
as testd by the evaluation scripts only relies on
30.42% of the resource provided. Many entries
in the dataset are not actually terms, but rather
out-of-context strings or keyword combinations
that are impossible to translate since, in translation, context truly is everything. Strings such as
(154) covid-19 WHO and (158) covid19 CDC are
not actual NPs and are rarely found as such, on
their own, in real texts. In context, these n-grams
are always followed by additional information that
needs to be taken into account in their translation
(e.g. Covid-19 WHO Situation Report or Covid-19
CDC Info). 1 Therefore, the proposed translations (respectively, OMS et covid-19 and CDC et
covid19), where the different elements are simply
linked with the conjuntion et cannot work in context since the components of the actual NP would
need to be reorganized in translation when unpacking the informational content in these CNPs. Other
examples of out-of-context keyword combinations
in the dataset are entries 112 covid-19 dangerous,
113 covid-19 deadly, 116 covid19 domestic travel,
and 128 covid19 international travel. The role of
Complex Noun Phrases seems to be underestimated
in the terminology resource, as well as collocations.
Nouns are more frequent than adjectives and verbs
in the provided resource. 143 adjective + noun
collocations are proposed (such as deadly virus)
for 13 adjectives. Only 19 verbal collocations are
proposed for eight verbs.
Beyond the immediate textual context, lack of
real-world context is also a potential source for incorrect translation. For entries 245 n95, 246 n95
mask, and 247 n95 respirator, the proposed translations all use the N95 classification, which is the
US NIOSH standard. For real texts, functionally
adequate translation might require, for instance, using the equivalent European classification (FFP2).
Dataset entry 246 presents an additional real-word
related issue: N95 respirators should not be referred to as "masks", as their airborne-particle filtration capacity is far superior to those of surgical

This subsection provides a linguistic qualitative
approach to the provided terminology dataset.
A potential problem with the terminology dataset
is variation. While some variants are probably interchangeable in most texts (e.g. 220 hand sanitizer:
gel hydroalcoolique | désinfectant pour les mains),
others present different degrees of specialization
(e.g. 345 multi-organ failure: défaillance multi1
viscérale | défaillance de plusieurs organes). For
With hindsight, setting values at n=2 or n=3 for Window
Overlap Accuracy was consistent with "truncated" sequences
yet other variants, both forms are possible, but not
such as covid-19 WHO but Covid-19 WHO Situation Report
within the same text for coherence (e.g. 286 SARS- and similar embedding structures would only be captured by
CoV-2: SRAS-CoV-2 | SARS-CoV-2, where the first
the Window Overlap Accuracy metric when n=4 or more.
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masks which serve a different purpose (reducing
outward particle emission).
3.3

Data for Fine-Tuning

We re-trained our generic model by selecting the
presumed best candidates for training sets. To specialize the model and make it more efficient, after
having trained it on Europarl, we chose a method to
select texts that are closer to the terminological data.
Several similarity measurement methods are possible. In this case we worked with cosine similarity,
which is more sensitive to the number of occurrences of terms in each corpus. After having carried out the similarity measurement of all the texts
with the test data, we retained 1/4 of the files, corresponding to 22,741,561 sentences. These selected
texts served as a corpus of re-training of our model
for its specialization. Compared to the constrained
corpora proposed for training, our optimised selection of texts based on the cosine similarity with
the testing set corresponded to the following subsampling of the proposed corpora: 1 % of News
Commentary v16 and 99 % of 109 French-English
Corpus. From a purely machine learning perspective, using testing sets to figure out training sets
may sound unusual, but it should be borne in mind
that we do not aim here at generalisability but at
performing a specific task (translating biomedical
texts).
3.4

Replicating the evaluation script

We did not have the time to submit our translations
based on fine-tuning and pre-trained systems, so
that we tried to replicate the evaluation script2 . Our
script3 is a modification of the procedure described
in (ibn Alam et al., 2021) that includes 1-TER but
not COMET. It allows the calculation of the following scores: Exact-Match accuracy, Window Overlap (2), Window Overlap (3), sacreBLEU, TER
and TERm. The calculation, unlike the evaluation
made by the competition, is done here segment by
segment and the average of the set of results makes
it possible to detail scores per segments. The preprocessing is the same as on the reference script
(tokenization and lemmatization) and the removal
of parentheses on the corpus is necessary to run
it. It is limited to 1,371 segments, for which the
term to be translated was identified with certainty.
As a result, one section of the testing data was not

considered (the email sent to the wikipedia collaborators, referred to as "email" in our text genre
analysis).

4
4.1

Experiments and Results
Training with JoeyNMT

For comparison purposes, we used the baseline
of JoeyNMT which is based on T RANSFORMER
(Vaswani et al., 2017) and requires lighter implementations. It took the Europarl 7 parallel corpus as data set, split as follows: training
(341,554 sentences), dev (50,000 sentences) and
test (100,000). The data set has been preprocessed with a two-level tokenization: standard tokenization (Spacy) segments data into words and
BPE tokenization (SentencePiece (Kudo, 2018))
into sub-words. Our model was trained with the
following parameters: vocabulary size: 32, 000,
maximum sentence length: 50, maximum output
length: 100, training optimizer: ADAM, normalization: tokens, training model initializer: XAVIER,
encoder embedding dimension: 512, decoder embedding dimension: 512, hidden size: 512. The
best BLEU score from English to French (Figure
1) was achieved at 32.04 at step 41 000 with a
training rate of 18 seconds per 100 steps, whereas
the best French to English BLEU score was 31.35.
By comparing JoeyNMT translation with OpenNMT translation, we notice that JoeyNMT had
poor results in translating dates, numbers, proper
nouns, acronyms and symbols. Sentences which
have several of those may have been translated into
a string of characters of repeated sub-words. The
translation submitted could not be scored but for
BLEU (5.29). The result came as a surprise to us
since JoeyNMT has the same model architecture
as OpenNMT (Transformer). Because of these issues, we only conducted the other experiments with
OpenNMT.
4.2

Training and Fine-tuning with
OpenNMT

We used the baseline of OpenNMT-tf 2.20.1 based
on TRANSFORMER (Vaswani et al., 2017). The parallel data Europarl v10 (Koehn et al., 2005) containing 1,911,202 aligned sentences pairs was used as a
dataset, which was divided into two subsets: training set (1,906,202 sentences) and evaluation set
(5,000
sentences). The dataset was preprocessed
2
https://github.com/mahfuzibnalam/terminologye valuation
3
with a BPE tokenization using SentencePiece into
To be found on https://github.com/
nballier/SPECTRANS/tree/main/WMT21
subword units (32,000 subword units as training vo815
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Figure 1: JoeyNMT : BLEU score and PPL score (enfr)

cabulary). The model was trained with the following parameters: vocabulary size: 31,000, learning
optimizer: LazyAdam. The best BLEU score from
English to French was 43.90 after 70,000 steps with
a training rate of 1.18 steps per second.
We then produced a model with Europarl adding
the terminology to the training data with the same
evaluation data. As a comparison, we also tried
to produce a model with Common Crawl corpus 4
using the same parameters of SentencePiece and
training. The dataset consists of 3,244,152 aligned
sentences pairs split into training set (3,239,152
sentences) and evaluation set (5,000 sentences).
This model produced the best scores in among our
submissions (0.871 for Exact-Match Accuracy).
For fine-tuning, we used the Europarl model
enriched with the terminological data. We were
not able to use the onmt-update-vocab command,
so that instead we directly replaced the dictionary
file in the configuration with the dictionary based
on the files described in section 3.3. Contrary to
our expectations, the fine-tuning did less well for
scores, according to our estimations (see Table 1
). Not being able to update the dictionary in finetuning might be responsible for worsening the quality of our results.
4.3

Pre-trained Systems

For a point of comparison, we considered two
Transformer-based models available in the Hug4

https://commoncrawl.org/

ging Face library (Wolf et al., 2019). The first
one is the standard pipeline5 for English to French
translation. The second one is based on the multilingual language model mBART-50 (Tang et al.,
2020), fine-tuned for multilingual machine translation as described in (Tang et al., 2020). The two
models were applied on the raw sentences extracted
from the SGM files of the test data. The sole preprocessing that was applied consisted in replacing
XML entities by their corresponding characters and
applying the tokenizer considered by the model.
While the translation for the PUBMED section is
satisfactory, the translation of the CMU section revealed issues in the use of subjunctive (ie segment
20). It should be noted that, according to our homemade evaluations, these models did much better
for sacreBLEU scores (+3.7) and Hugging Face is
slightly higher than the Corpus Crawl data trained
with the terminology resources (the two models are
superimposed on Figure 3.
4.4

Replicating the scoring system with the
different translations

Because we could not submit all our translations
in time, we resorted to a proxy for evaluation by
adapting the available scripts to produce our own
evaluation scripts. Our sacreBLEU (Post, 2018)
score was based on the SYSTRAN translation used
as a reference text. We used the SYSTRAN generic
Pure Neural Server (Crego et al., 2016). We show
how our scoring system (dots) compares to the official evaluation system (crosses) in Figure 2. We
tend to be less generous for Exact-Match Accuracy
and more optimistic for Window Overlap Accuracy (with n=3). It should be noted that our reference translation, although mostly accurate, also
presents some problems. These occur mainly in
the incomplete out-of-context segments related to
patient symptom descriptions, many of which are
also ungrammatical (ie segment 4). Table 1 recaps
the scores we obtained for all the models we produced. For the models we submitted in time, as
could be expected, the model trained with Common
Crawl and the terminological resources (+ Term in
our table) got better scores than Europarl supplemented with the terminological resources. For our
in-house evaluation, we tested the translations produced by these models as well, so that we could
5
Pipelines are Hugging Face abstractions for NLP tasks
that automatically select the ‘correct’ model architecture and
all the related components (such as the tokenizer) required to
make a prediction
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submitted model
Common Crawl + Term
Europarl + Term
Europarl (baseline)
in-house scores
Hugging Face
mBART
Common Crawl + Term
Europarl + Term
Europarl (baseline)
Europarl (fine-tuning)
joeyNMT (Europarl)

BLEU (truecased)
40.02
34.93
33.59
sacreBLEU
32.21
30.46
28.50
23.74
17.98
26.19
4.67

Exact-Match Accuracy
0.871
0.795
0.640
Exact-Match Accuracy
0.73
0.707
0.77
0.68
0.53
0.68
0.16

Window Overlap Accuracy (n=2)
0.296
0.275
0.248
Window Overlap Accuracy (n=2)
0.32
0.296
0.299
0.258
0.18
0.279
0.039

Window Overlap Accuracy (n=3)
0.296
0.267
0.241
Window Overlap Accuracy (n=3)
0.324
0.294
0.306
0.256
0.17
0.278
0.034

1-TERm Score
0.507
0.495
0.480
1-TERm Score
0.36
0.35
0.30
0.293
0.24
0.278
0.045

COMET
0.596
0.296
0.212
1-TER score
0.37
0.36
0.308
0.303
0.25
0.287
0.064

Table 1: Summary of our official and home-made scores for our models

n=3) (see Figure 5).

Figure 2: Comparison of the scores for the three SPECTRANS models submitted)
Figure 4: BLEU scores and text genres (Common
Crawl training)

Figure 3: Comparison of the best models acccording to
our scores)

compare them to the translations produced by the
pre-trained models (Hugging Face and mBART.
The latter did better for sacreBLEU and Window
Overlap Accuracy (n=3) but probably having seen
the terminological resources in the training data
gave an edge for Exact-Match Accuracy to our
model trained with Common Crawl and the terminological resources.

5

Discussion

Figure 5: Variability of Window Overlap accuracy
(n=3) across text genres

Overall, it is likely that our results could have
been better if we had used alternative testing sets
rather than using part of the reference corpora as
testing sets.
5.2

Alternative qualitative terminological
analysis

This subsection discusses the error analysis in terminology from a qualitative point of view.
The benefit of our recreation of the evaluation script
For CNPs not included in the terminology
is that it allowed us to compute the terminology
dataset such as chest pain, the system deploys variscores for 1,430 segments. We grouped the dif- ous avoidance strategies ranging from anatomic
ferent sections of the test data according to text
approximations (segment 20: mal de coeur) to
genres, in fashion similar to (Anastasopoulos et al., omission (segment 8: Et cette douleur est-elle bien
2020). We distinguished 5 groups of texts and the
réelle?) to unlucky guesses (segment 2: maux de
variability of the BLEU scores across these text
mer) to idiomatic expressions (segment 18: C’est
genres can be seen on Figure 4. This variability
bien là que le bât blesse). For less formal deacross text genres can also be seen for some other
scriptions of similar symptoms where the actual
metrics, such as Window Overlap accuracy (with
term does not appear in the source text, the output
817
5.1

Variability Across Text Genres

type
CMU
PUBMED
wikinews
email
wikipedia

segments
104
676
67
98
1,155

acronyms
0
465
11
7
315

terms
71
622
25
7
929

acronym/segment
0.000
0.688
0.164
0.071
0.273

terms/segment
0.683
0.920
0.373
0.071
0.804

Table 2: Distribution of acronyms in the text data

ranges from gibberish and hallucinations (segment
2 (SARS-CoV-2)
25: c’est comme si la grenna est écrasée to soaring
The proposed translation, i.e. la maladie liée
lyricism (segment 97: C’est la peine que j’ai sur
au coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19), is actually a
le cœur). When confronted with an unorganized
better choice than the one included in the dataset.
list of terms such as the one in segment 30 (anyone
The system seems to have achieved this translation
in the family have a heart problem heart disease
by linking disease and illness, as the translation
heart attack high cholesterol high blood pressure), for coronavirus disease appears to draw from that
most of which are not included in the dataset, the
given for covid19 illness in the terminology dataset.
system valiantly tries to make sense of it by turning
For the second CNP in this segment, severe acute
it into a complete sentence: Quiconque au sein de
respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus 2 (SARSla famille est confronté à un problème cardiaque, CoV-2), however, the proposed translation is less
s’attaque à la pression sanguine élevée en raison
accurate, specifically in terms of syntax. This exde la forte pression sanguine.
ample also contains one of the few occurrences of
For key terminology around Covid-19, the pre- the short form SARS-CoV-2 in our output (16 in
total, most with no article). The preferred option in
ferred option in the output is the masculine form
(le/du/au Covid: 127 occurrences) that is also mas- our output is the translated acronym SRAS-CoV-2,
with 153 occurrences, of which 143 also have a
sively present in the terminology dataset, whereas
definite article (le/du/au).
the feminine la Covid only appears 9 times in the
output. Interestingly, in only one of these occurrences (segment 2124) does the feminine form ap- 5.3 Presence of acronyms in the
terminological data
pear within the CNP recorded in the dataset (virus
de la COVID-19). In the other segments, it appears
Medical terms in each segment involve two
as a translation for the simple term COVID-19,
forms: acronyms and fully spelled form. The
which is in the dataset invariably associated with
semantic fields covered by these terms include
the masculine form when the gender is specified.
medical products (“face masks,” “vaccine”), bioFor the compound key term (56) coronavirus
chemical elements (“virus”), diseases (“COVID”,
disease, different solutions appear in the output “SARS”), as well as public health practices (“quaralongside the proposed translation from the dataset
antine”), organizations (“WHO”) and phenomena
(maladie du coronavirus). One erroneous solution
(“outbreak”). For any segment that contains at least
in our output is maladie des coronavirus. The plu- one medical term of either form, the term count
ral form is problematic, as several coronaviruses
of the corresponding form is set to 1 for the segexist indeed and most of them are linked with the
ment. Counts and ratios per segment for each of the
common cold, with presents a very different picture
five types of documents are calculated. It can be obfrom the illness provoked by the new coronavirus
served from the above table that type PUBMED has
having emerged in 2019. An interesting solution
the highest ratio per segment for either form of medappears in our output for segment 186:
ical terms (0.688 for acronym and 0.920 for normal
[EN] The outbreak of Coronavirus disease 2019
form), while type EMAIL has very low ratios espe(COVID-19), caused by severe acute respiratory
cially for normally spelled form (0.071). In terms
syndrome (SARS) coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
of medical term density, differences among these
[FR] L’apparition de la maladie liée au coron- types of documents are therefore distinct. Table 2
avirus 2019 (COVID-19), causée par les syndromes
sums up our findings in terms of the presence of
respiratoires aigus sévères (SARS) Le coronavirus
acronyms
818

5.4

Terminology better at inference time?

We entered the challenge following the track for
using the terminological resources at training time.
We nevertheless did a background check on the possibilities of using the provided dataset at inference
time. We plan to experiment the SYSTRAN Model
studio functionalities to test the performance of
using the terminology resource at inference time.
5.5

A Case for Onto-terminology?

The terminology provided for this task was unstructured, contrary to existing ontologies for medical
English. Taking advantage of ontology-oriented
programming in Python as implemented in Owlready (Lamy, 2017), it is tempting to consider
potential implementations of onto-terminology in
python-based neural translation toolkits. Biomedical ontologies have a record of established terminologies. One of the added benefits of this line
of investigation is that we could not only test the
gains of a structured ontology at training time but
we could try to implement sanity checks at inference time to ensure the quality of the terminology
by making sure the position of the terms in the output is consistent with the hierarchy in the ontology.

6

Conclusion

the CMU section of the testing data.
For the analysis of the terminology, we discussed
the role of complex noun phrases and initialisms.
Our contribution mostly lies in the critical analysis
of the terminological input and of the evaluation
script. This allowed us to raise the issue of the role
of acronyms in the terminology, the importance of
complex NPs (and the correlative interest of the
Window Overlap Accuracy with n=3, more likely
to capture complex NPs than Window Overlap Accuracy when n= 2) as well as the importance of text
genres.
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